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Abstract— Over the past decade, many low-rank models, fac-
torizations, or approximations have been applied to the restora-
tion of hyperspectral images (HSIs) (e.g., denoising, inpainting,
and super-resolution) from their incomplete and/or noisy mea-
surements. Recently, deep learning (DL) has been shown to be
a powerful method for solving inverse problems (including HSI
restoration), but a large amount of training data is required. Since
this is not possible for HSIs, unlike red green blue (RGB) images,
in this work, a novel unsupervised framework for hyperspectral
inpainting (HI) is proposed that can be implemented using an
untrained convolutional neural network (CNN) for deep image
prior (DIP), together with a recently reported differentiable reg-
ularization for the data rank and ℓ2-norm squared loss function.
Based on the proposed framework, we come up with a novel HI
algorithm [denoted as deep low-rank hyperspectral inpainting
(DLRHyIn)] and a robust DLRHyIn (denoted as R-DLRHyIn)
which is robust against outliers, where the latter differs from
the former only in the Huber loss function (HLF) (which has
been justified robust to mixed noise) used instead. Then some
simulation results and real-data experiments are provided to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DLRHyIn and
R-DLRHyIn. Finally, we draw some conclusions.

Index Terms— Convolutional neural network (CNN), deep
image prior (DIP), Huber loss function (HLF), hyperspectral
inpainting (HI), inverse problems, low-rank regularization.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL imaging has been widely used in
many applications such as remote sensing, environmen-

tal monitoring, planetary exploration, and so on, thanks to
rich spectral information [1], [2]. Nevertheless, some deadlines
(i.e., data missing on such lines) may occur in hyperspectral
images (HSIs) due to various acquisition system errors during
the scanning and/or transmission of the satellite/airborne sen-
sor in addition to unfavorable environmental conditions such as
shadow, cloud, and fog contamination [3], [4]. For this reason,
inpainting is one of the most important preprocessing steps
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in hyperspectral imaging to fill missing pixels from a set of
incomplete observations. Inpainting can be formulated as an
inverse problem that consists of a data-fitting (data-fidelity)
term and some regularization terms (due to the fact that the
problem is generally ill-posed) based on our prior knowledge
about the unknown clean image.

Due to the significant spectral–spatial correlation, low-
rankness is one of the priors that works well for solving the
inverse problem in HSIs [5], [6], [7]. The majority of previous
efforts concentrated on finding a convex surrogate for the rank
of the data matrix (nonconvex and nondifferentiable) followed
by solving the formulated minimization problem. For instance,
one of the most widely utilized solutions for HSI inverse
problems has been the nuclear norm used as a convex surrogate
for the nonconvex matrix rank [8].

In addition to low-rank regularizations, the plug-and-play
(PnP) prior is an effective framework that directly applies
an existing regularizer from a cutting-edge image denoiser to
address an inverse image problem leading to potent image
restoration results [9]. Deep learning (DL) has been regarded
as a powerful framework for solving inverse problems with
state-of-the-art results in many applications [10]. However,
DL requires a large amount of training data which is a chal-
lenging issue in HSIs. Ulyanov et al. [11] recently proposed
deep image prior (DIP), an unsupervised DL paradigm for
solving imaging inverse problems, free from the pretrain-
ing on a large amount of data. The DIP uses a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) as an implicit regularization to
recover images from the given noisy image data. Sidorov and
Yngve Hardeberg [12] applied DIP to the restoration of HSIs.
Similar to supervised approaches, DIP’s optimization strategy
for HSI restoration is established. Despite providing a novel
paradigm for handling inverse problems without involving
hand-crafted priors (regularization), DIP techniques do not
perform as well as state-of-the-art frameworks.

Liu et al. [13], DIP is further improved by employing total
variation (TV) regularization as an explicit regularization in
the optimization process. Motivated by [13], the low-rank
property is utilized as an explicit regularization incorporated
in the objective function to restrict the solutions provided
by CNNs to those that are of low rank in this work. How-
ever, unlike TV, using a rank function or even its convex
envelope (nuclear norm) in a CNN brings forth analytical
challenges because neither is a differentiable function of the
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image matrix/tensor. Instead, we consider a differentiable
data-matrix rank approximation proposed by Ye et al. [14]
in the deep CNN optimization process, together with a robust
statistics-based data-fitting function, so-called Huber loss func-
tion (HLF) [15], to establish a framework for hyperspectral
inpainting (HI), that turns out to be effective in the presence
of both missing lines (i.e., deadlines) and outliers in the noisy
HSI.

The main contributions of this letter are summarized as
follows.

1) Free from pretraining, an unsupervised HSI inpainting
algorithm [denoted deep low-rank hyperspectral inpaint-
ing (DLRHyIn)] is proposed using ℓ2-norm square as the
data fitting function, DIP, and a recently reported smooth
low-rank regularization; a robust DLRHyIn (denoted
R-DLRHyIn) is proposed except for the HLF used for
the data-fitting function, which is robust against outliers.

2) Both simulation results and real-data experiments are
provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed DLRHyIn and R-DLRHyIn, with superior perfor-
mance compared to some state-of-of-the-art algorithms.

The rest of the letter is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related background for ease of the ensuing pre-
sentation. In Section III, the two proposed algorithms are
presented. In Section IV, simulated and real-data experiments
are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm together with a comparison with some state-of-the-
art methods. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED BACKGROUNDS

Throughout the letter, third-order tensors are represented
as bold calligraphic letters, for example, A ∈ RH×W×B (real
tensor with dimension H × W × B) with its (i, j, k)th entry
denoted as ai jk . Mode-3 unfolding operator for 3-D tensor is
defined as unfold3(·) : RH×W×B

→ RB×(W H), which converts
a tensor A into a matrix A = {ai j }B×(W H). AT denotes the
transpose of A. diag(a1, . . . , an) denotes a diagonal matrix
with n diagonal entries a1, . . . , an . The Frobenius norm and
ℓ1-norm are defined as ∥A∥F = (

∑
i j a2

i j )
1/2 and ∥A∥1 =∑

i j |ai j |, respectively.

A. Inverse Problems

Consider the following degradation model:

Y = T (X) + S (1)

where Y ∈ Rn1×n2 , X ∈ Rm1×m2 (while n1n2 ≤ m1m2), and
S ∈ Rn1×n2 are mode-3 unfolded of corrupted HSI (Y), clean
HSI (X ), and sparse noise (S), respectively. Moreover, T (·)

is any known linear degradation operator such that it is an
identity transformation for the denoising task. In this work,
T (X) = M ⊙ X is considered, where M is an all-one matrix
formed by all the nonmissing entries of X and ⊙ is Hadamard
(element-wise) product. While S = 0 is considered in the
conventional inpainting task, for robust hyperspectral tensor
completion problem which will be studied in Section III, S is
a sparse noise matrix yielded by outliers. Even S = 0, since the
inverse problems in the real scenario are ill-posed, it is needed

to use the regularization term based on our prior knowledge
about clean HSI besides the data-fitting term to restrict the
solution. Hence, the inpainting task can be rewritten as the
regularized least-squares problem

X∗
= argmin

X

{
∥Y − T (X)∥2

F + λW (X)
}

(2)

where inside the braces, the first term (the second term,
the regularization weighted by parameter λ > 0) is for the
consistency between the restored image and the observed
image (our prior information).

B. Deep Image Prior

Recently, Ulyanov et al. [11] proposed the DIP framework
which is capable of solving various inverse problems in
imaging without the need for pretraining. In other words, CNN
which is the core element of DIP can implicitly capture some
inherent image attributes. So, the regularization can be waived
from (2). Hence, the optimization problem for DIP can be
formulated as

2∗
= argmin

2

∥Y − T ( f2(Z))∥2
F and X∗

= f2∗(Z) (3)

where Z (a random initialization with the same dimension of
X) is the input of CNN f2(·) parameterized by the column
vector 2. Since all terms in (3) are differentiable, a gradient-
based algorithm can efficiently solve the optimization problem
(3) to update the network parameter vector 2 at each iteration
so that the output of the network is approaching the target.

C. Low-Rank Prior

Recently, it has been claimed that HSIs are inherently low-
rank [5]. A nonsmooth rank function can be expressed as
Rank(T) =

∑
i u(σi (T)), where σi (T) is the i th singular

value of matrix T ∈ RB×(W H) and u(t) is the nonsmooth unit
step function. The nuclear norm of T, known as the convex
envelope of Rank(T), is a nondifferentiable function, thus
preventing its application to CNNs. Ye et al. [14] proposed
a differentiable approximation to Rank(T) as follows:

Rη(T) =

N∑
i=1

1 − exp
(

−
σi (T)

η

)
(4)

where N = min(B, WH) and η > 0 is a parameter that
determines the smoothness and approximation error. Moreover,
limη→0 Rη(T) = Rank(T). Its gradient is given by

∂ Rη(T)

∂T
=Udiag

(
1
η

exp
(
−

σ1(T)

η

)
, . . . ,

1
η

exp
(
−

σN (T)

η

))
VT

where all the quantities are taken from the singular value
decomposition (SVD) T = Udiag(σ1(T), . . . , σN (T))VT .

III. PROPOSED METHODS

This section presents two novel methods for HI. One is
designed by integrating low-rank prior with DIP to capture the
spatial–spectral correlation of HSIs, referred to as DLRHyIn.
The other is made by using robust statistics so that it is
effective in the presence of outliers.
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A. Deep Low-Rank Hyperspectral Inpainting

The proposed DLRHyIn algorithm aims to solve the fol-
lowing problem:

2∗
= argmin2{∥Y − T ( f2(Z))∥2

F + λRη( f2(Z))}

and X∗
= f2∗(Z).

(5)

Since (5) is a differentiable optimization problem, any
gradient-based algorithm can be used to update the network
parameter vector 2 as in handling (3).

B. Robust Deep Low-Rank Hyperspectral Inpainting

We would like to mention that (3) and (5) are derived under
model (2), that is, in the absence of sparse noise. However,
sparse noise (e.g., outliers) is present in practical scenarios.
For this reason, we further propose an R-DLRHyIn algorithm,
at first by solving

min
X,S

∥Y − T (X) − S∥
2
F + δ∥S∥1 + λRη(X). (6)

It is noteworthy that (6) is the commonly known model-based
method with a convex envelope ∥S∥1 of ∥S∥0 used as the
regularization term for handling the sparse noise (S). To handle
(6) more efficiently, based on Proposition 1 of [16], it can be
shown that (6) is equivalent to the below problem if the CNN
is not applied [i.e., f2∗(Z) replaced by X in (7)]. Therefore,
we come up with the proposed R-DLRHyIn as follows:

2∗
= argmin2

{
Hδ(Y − T ( f2(Z))) + λRη( f2(Z))

}
and X∗

= f2∗(Z).
(7)

where Hδ(E = {eij}m×n) =
∑m

i=1
∑n

j=1 pδ(eij), in which E ≜
Y− f2(Z), and pδ(·) is HLF [15] with parameter δ > 0 defined
as

pδ(ω) =


1
2
ω2, |ω| ≤ δ

δ|ω| −
1
2
δ2, |ω| > δ.

It is noticeable that R-DLRHyIn with large δ [cf. (7)]
reduces to DLRHyIn [cf. (5)]. The robustness of the former
to sparse noise is thanks to the fact that when T (X) = X
(i.e., no missing pixels) and λ = 0, (7) is exactly the recently
reported robust denoiser HLF-DIP [16].

In this work, the DIP architecture is based on a convolu-
tional encoder–decoder with some skip connections to tackle
the vanishing gradient. A random noise realization [e.g., with
a uniform distribution U(0, 0.1)] is generated as the CNN
input, which is processed by the encoder to yield embedded
features. The embedded features are then used by the decoder
to reconstruct the HSI. For a fair comparison, we would like to
emphasize that the DIP architecture employed is identical to
[12] and [16] for highlighting the low-rank regularization and
HLF impact on the performance of the proposed algorithms.
Finally, the optimization problem is solved by an adaptive
moment estimation (Adam) [17] optimizer with a learning rate
equal to 0.001.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN THE PRESENCE OF DEADLINES BUT
WITHOUT ADDITIVE NOISE, WHERE BOLDFACE (UNDERLINED)
NUMBERS DENOTE THE BEST (SECOND BEST) PERFORMANCE

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Settings

1) Simulated Dataset: The proposed methods are evaluated
based on the Washington DC Mall (WDC Mall) dataset,1

which was captured over WDC Mall by the Hyperspectral
Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) sensor
which has a 1-m spatial resolution and a 10-nm band spacing
covering the spectral range of 400–2500 nm. Spectral bands
between 0.9 and 1.4 µm are omitted from the dataset since
the atmosphere was opaque. The experiments are conducted
on a patch of size 200 × 200 × 191 (i.e., H = W = 200 and
B = 191) from the WDC Mall image. Following the same
procedure in [16], the generated data Y, and the input (Z) and
output f2(Z) of the CNN are all within the interval [0, 1].

2) Performance Evaluation: To evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed methods in two different scenarios (to be
presented in Sections IV-B and IV-C), four competing methods
have been chosen. FastHyIn [18] is a subspace-based approach
in which low-rank and self-similarity characteristics of HSIs
are considered besides the well-known BM3D [19] denoiser
plugged in to fill the missing pixels. Tensor nuclear norm
(TNN)-discrete cosine transform (DCT) [20] is a tensor robust
principal component analysis (PCA) approach based on TNN
under linear transformation such as DCT. Deep hyperspectral
prior (DHP) [12] is an unsupervised approach that applies
DIP to HI with neither pretraining nor any explicit regular-
ization, hence corresponding to the proposed DLRHyIn with
λ = 0. DIP-TV [13] exploits DHP and TV as an explicit
regularization in boosting the DHP performance. Parameters of
competing algorithms are tuned based on suggested or default
values according to the research papers and/or available source
codes provided by the authors, while for the proposed R-
DLRHyIn, we set η = 0.04 [14], λ = 0.1, and δ = 0.001 (δ =

1) for the case that sparse noise is present (not present) [16].
Let us emphasize that R-DLRHyIn is actually equivalent to the
proposed DLRHyln defined by (5) for large δ (e.g., δ = 1 due
to |ei j | ≤ 1). The mean peak signal-to-noise ratio (MPSNR),
mean structural similarity index measure (MSSIM) [21], mean
feature similarity index measure (MFSIM) [22], and mean
spectral angle mapper (MSAM) [23] are four quantitative
performance metrics are used as performance indexes, for
which the larger the values of the first three indexes, the

1http://lesun.weebly.com/hyperspectral-data-set.html
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Fig. 1. Visual quality assessment of various HI methods using the WDC Mall dataset for the case in the presence of deadlines but without additive noise,
where the recovered HSIs obtained under four different patterns of deadlines (shown in the second column) over nonoverlapping band sets 1–20 (first row),
21–60 (second row), 100–120 (third row), and 150–180 (fourth row), respectively, are displayed by the pseudocolor (3-channel) images for each band set.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN THE PRESENCE OF BOTH DEADLINES AND

SPARSE NOISE, WHERE BOLDFACE (UNDERLINED) NUMBERS DENOTE
THE BEST (SECOND BEST) PERFORMANCE

better the performance, while this is the reverse for MSAM.
We would like to mention that in our experiments, some
bands are clean and not corrupted by any deadlines. For
this reason, for evaluating the performance of each method,
we drop these bands in assessing the performance based on
the aforementioned metrics.

B. Hyperspectral Inpainting

For the HI experiment, 112 spectral bands (1–20, 21–60,
100–120, 150–180) of WDC Mall are corrupted by deadlines
in different patterns that can be observed in Fig. 1. It is worth
mentioning that 60 consecutive bands are corrupted which is a
serious case (deadlines in bands 1–20 are in the same pattern
but they are different from bands 21–60). Quantitative results
of various methods for HI are illustrated in Table II, showing
that the proposed methods outperform the other four existing
methods2 based on almost all performance metrics. Moreover,

2Hyperion Bhilwara Hyperspectral Data Cube. Accessed: Aug. 2, 2020.
[Online]. Available: https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/

Fig. 2. Visual quality assessment of various HI methods in the presence of
outliers using the WDC Mall dataset.

one can observe that low-rank prior Rη(·) plays a positive
role in HSI recovery since the performance of DLRHyIn
(R-DLRHyIn) is higher than DHP by nearly 1.3 dB margin
in MPSNR. A visual comparison of the methods in different
bands is depicted in Fig. 1. It can be clearly seen from the
first two rows of this figure that FastHyIn is able to fill some
missing pixels, but some artifacts have remained in restored
HSIs; DLRHyIn performs best in spite of slightly better
performance than DIP-TV, DHP, and TNN-DCT. However, the
bottom two rows in Fig. 1 show a similar performance to all
the algorithms under test, perhaps due to fewer deadlines and
smaller amounts of consecutive corrupted bands than in the
top two rows.
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Fig. 3. Visual quality assessment of various methods for band 121 of NASA’s
Hyperion real hyperspectral satellite images over Bhilwara, India.

C. Robust Hyperspectral Inpainting

For the robust HI experiment, sparse noise (5% salt and
pepper noise) is further added to the corrupted image in
Section IV-B. Table II shows that R-DLRHyIn significantly
outperforms all the other algorithms under test, thereby
demonstrating its robustness to outliers. Fig. 2 illustrates
the visual quality assessment among all the methods under
test. It can be observed that R-DLRHyIn performs best in
filling missing pixels and removing sparse noise. Furthermore,
compared to other methods, details of the restored HSI in
R-DLRHyIn are better maintained, thereby justifying that low-
rank regularization, DIP, and HLF are effective for inpainting
in the presence of sparse noise.

D. Real Data Experiment

This section assesses the proposed method’s performance
on a real HSI obtained by the Hyperion hyperspectral sensor
over Bhilwara, India. The real Hyperion HSI on band 121 is
noisy and contaminated by a deadline [24] is processed by all
the algorithms under test, and the recovered HSIs are shown
in Fig. 3. From this figure, it can be observed that FastHyIn,
DHP, DIP-TV, DLRHyIn, and R-DLRHyIn yield visually quite
similar results in this noisy low-rank data set, while TNN-DCT
can fill the missing line but some vertical stripes have remained
in the restored image.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented an HI algorithm (DLRHyIn), using a
CNN-based DIP and a differentiable approximation to the rank
of HSIs as the explicit regularization, and a robust HI algo-
rithm (R-DLRHyIn) that further uses the HLF (derived from
robust statistics) as the data-fitting function. The former (latter)
is effective in the absence (presence) of outliers or sparse
noise. Experimental results demonstrate their effectiveness
and superior overall performance over some state-of-the-art
algorithms.
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